Your voice is Juno’s command
Capturing and sharing lesson content is finally easy
At last, the all-new Juno® digital communication platform has arrived, allowing busy teachers to use the time-saving, results-boosting power of
lesson capture. If you can say “begin” and “finish,” Juno can handle the rest!
Like magic, Juno’s exclusive lesson capture feature records teacher and student voices, media audio, and the computer screen; automatically
titles the content with the right subject based on your schedule, and helps you post it for students to review at night — all in a format viewable
on Windows® or Mac®, smart phones, and more. For your students who have missed class or are struggling with content, the ability to review
lessons at night can make all the difference in their success – not to mention save you time in having to re-teach!

Like magic, Juno’s exclusive lesson capture feature
records teacher and student voices, media audio,
and the computer screen; automatically titles the
content with the right subject base.

Getting to Know Juno – The World’s Most Advanced Classroom Communication Tool
• E
 asy & completely portable – Juno’s speakers and receiver are
in one ready-to-use tower. No cords, no special knowledge, and
no big time commitment needed. The intuitive design of Juno’s
LCD touch screen, microphones and software allow you to spend
more time teaching and less time fiddling with difficult equipment.
• S
 uperior sound and coverage – Because Juno is a digital multispeaker 2.1 array rather than a single point source, Juno delivers
excellent stereo sound coverage that reaches each and every
student. Juno combines the convenience of a portable audio
device with the sound quality and educational benefits of an
installed system. It is also the one classroom communication tool
that addresses the needs of many in a neat, simple design that
allows solutions to be accessible only when necessary.

Learn more at gofrontrow.com

• S
 eamless integration with multi-media and personal
FM systems – Juno easily connects to laptops, interactive
whiteboards, mp3 players, and more to support more engaging
and inclusive learning.
• As basic or advanced as you need it to be –Whether you want
basic classroom sound throughout the room with a 5-minute
setup, a fully installed media center, or anything in between,
Juno can make it happen. There when you need it — and invisible
when you don’t — the Juno software serves as your gateway
for add-on features and updates (including up to six additional
speakers, desktop software, and up to four simultaneous
student microphones).

